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Some recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court - United
States v. General Dynamics Corp.,' United States v. Marine Bancorpora-
tion, Inc.,' and United States v. Connecticut National Bank3 - have led
some in the antitrust community to conclude that there has been a sub-
stantial change in the Court's view of corporate mergers. That there has
been a change cannot be doubted.

However, careful analysis of these cases and others handled by the new
Court, particularly Ford Motor Co. v. United States,' United States v.
Falstaff Brewing Corp.,5 its summary affirmance of United States v. Phil-
lips Petroleum Co. ,' and denial of certiorari in Kennecott Copper v. FTC,7

indicate the change under section 7of the Clayton Acts may be somewhat
• less than some have speculated. Indeed, if the likely reason for the
change, discovered through a reading not only of these cases but also others
relating to mergers decided in the regulated industries field, is considered
in conjunction with the new Court's wide mandate to the FTC under
section 5 of the FTCA1 in FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co. ,'0 it is possible
that the effect of this change may be to a great extent negated by the
Commission's new activism.
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mergers, see KINTNER, PRIMER ON THE LAw OF MERGERS 171-90 (1973). The cases have indi-
cated that the reach of section 7 of the Clayton Act and sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act
as applied to corporate mergers is the same. See United States v. First Nat'l Bank & Trust
Co. of Lexington, 376 U.S. 665 (1964).

10. 405 U.S. 233 (1972).
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I. BACKGROUND - DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAW PRIOR TO THE "NEW ANTI-

TRUST MmORrY"

A. Duty Imposed On Merging Corporations Under Section 7

Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended in 1950, generally forbids
mergers "in any line of commerce in any section of the country" the effect
of which may be "substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create
a monopoly."" Basically, the statute is meant to preserve competition -

that is, to preserve a reasonable choice for a buyer in the market. In order
to do this, it if first necessary to identify the buyers who need protection.
The court must initially determine the relevant line of commerce, normally
denominated "product market," and the relevant "section of the country,"
normally denominated "geographic market," that might be affected by the
merger. The cases made it clear that the Court would accept any product
or geographic market in which the Government'" could show a sufficient
likelihood that reasonable choice was endangered. It would look across'3 or
within" industry lines to find a relevant product market; it would look to
buyers in any area of the country that might be affected." It had not gone
so far, however, as to read this requirement out of the statute as the
Government had, in effect, asked some lower courts to do, arguing that
large conglomerate mergers have an adverse effect on the economy as a
whole. The lower courts were not very receptive to this theory," and the
Supreme Court had no opportunity to decide the question until recently.

Instead, the prime focus of the developing law under section 7 was on
the possible anti-competitive effect a merger might have. The theories
proposed are myriad, and interrelated; some are extremely complex. No
attempt will be made here to provide an exhaustive list, but in order to
provide a useful framework for discussing the new Court's view of mergers,
it is necessary to sketch the wide scope of th theories. For this purpose, it
is possible to divide the theories into two broad categories: (1) those that

11. 15 U.S.C. §18 (1970). The question of the extent of the "engaged in commerce" clause
has received increasing attention by the Court. United States v. American Bldg. Maintenance
Indus., 1974 Trade Cas. 74,876 (C.D. Cal.), prob. juris noted, - U.S. - (1975). See

Gulf Oil Corp. v. Copp Paving Co., 415 U.S. 988 (1974).
12. Private parties can, of course, bring suits under section 7. For convenience, however,

this article will refer only to the Government.
13. E.g., United States v. Continental Can Co., 378 U.S. 441 (1964).
14. E.g., United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963); Brown Shoe Co.

v. United States, 370 U.S. 294 (1962).
15. Perhaps the best example of this is United States v. Pabst Brewing Co., 384 U.S. 546

(1966), where the Court found three separate relevant geographic markets.
16. See United States v. International Tel. & Tel. Corp., 324 F. Supp. 19, 52 (D. Conn.

1970), consent judgment entered, 1971 Trade Cas. 73,666 (D. Conn.); United States v.
Northwest Indus., Inc., 301 F. Supp. 1066, 1096-97 (N.D. 111. 1969). See also Note,
Conglomerates and Section 7: Is Size Enough?, 70 COLUM. L. REv. 337 (1970). The FTC, on
the other hand, seemed to be quite receptive. See National Tea Co., 69 F.T.C. 226, 271 (1966).
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proceed from the general economic principle that an unduly concentrated
market structure will lead to non-competitive performance; 7 and (2) those
that analyze, without the aid of oligopoly theory, the effect the particular
resultant firm may have in a particular market.

The first group may be further broken down into those where an immedi-
ate effect is alleged and those where a long term effect is alleged. In the
first category, the most obvious case is the horizontal merger, which re-
duces the number of actual competitors in the market. A similar effect can
be achieved, however, when a merger involves a "perceived potential com-
petitor"'8 - one which is exerting a present restraining effect on the mar-
ket."' There are, of course, some differences. The potential competition
theory is relevant only when the market is already concentrated and there
exist only a few potential entrants. If the market is not concentrated, or
there are numerous potential entrants, the elimination of one such entrant
by merger will have only a minimal effect on competition in the market.21
But when these conditions have been met, the theory has been quite suc-
cessful.

Analytically, the theory has two aspects. The first is that the merger
itself will involve two potential competitors having an effect on the market.
An example is United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co.,"' where the Su-
preme Court held that, in a merger of two potential competitors, a court
must examine the possibility that one of them might have entered the
market independently and the other would have continued to exert a
"wings effect" on the market. An example of this "wings effect" is FTC v.
Procter & Gamble Co., 2 where the Court accepted the FTC's finding that
the acquisition of Clorox Chemical Co. by Procter & Gamble would elimi-
nate the positive effect Procter & Gamble had been exerting on the market.

The second aspect of the potential competition theory is that the merger
would so raise entry barriers that a number of other perceived potential
competitors would be removed. This may be done, first, by "entrench-

17. See, e.g., United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 363 (1963).
18. See United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 410 U.S. 526, 559-60 (1973) (Marshall,

J., concurring). A perfect illustration of this similarity is the Court's decision in United States
v. El Paso Natural Gas Co., 376 U.S.,651 (1964). This is often cited as a potential competition
case. E.g., Falstaff Brewing Co., supra, at 534-35 n.13. As the Court recently pointed out,
however, it is really an actual competition case. United States v. Marine Bancorporation,
Inc., - U.S. _ . 94 S. Ct. 2856, 2871 n.24 (1974). Given the regulatory structure of
the natural gas industry, the competition offered by Pacific Northwest was just about as
"actual" as was possible. .

19. E.g., FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 575 (1967).
20. Turner, Conglomerate Mergers and Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 78 HAv. L. Rv.

1313, 1321 (1965).
21. 378 U.S. 158 (1964). The Government lost this case on remand. United States v. Penn-

Olin Chem. Co., 246 F. Supp. 917 (D. Del. 1965), aff'd by equally divided court, 389 U.S.
308 (1967).

22. 386 U.S. 568 (1967).
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ment," the presence of a powerful firm in the market deterring firms on
the fringe of the market from entering. "Entrenchment" may occur in a
number of ways: (1) the resultant firm has "deep pockets," capable of
cutting prices below an acceptable return for an indefinite period;23 and (2)
it has established related competitive advantages, such as the ability to
demand advertising discounts, 4 or preferred shelf space for products,25 and
the ability to use system selling," or related skills developed in another
market.27 Barriers to entry may also be raised, in vertical mergers, by
foreclosure of potential competitors from a source of supplies they would
need or from markets they might serve. The analogy here to section 3 of
the Clayton Act 2h which makes illegal requirements contracts which fore-
close a substantial portion of the market is obvous. In fact, the danger here
is even greater, since the relationship is permanent. The analogy is
stronger where foreclosure is achieved by a firm with substantial market
power in some other market. This "leveraging" is what makes tie-ins so
patently anti-competitive.2 Foreclosure involves another danger in con-
glomerate mergers, that of reciprocity. Here the foreclosure is more indi-
rect since by definition a conglomerate merger does not involve firms that
have a buyer-seller relationship, but the courts have held that this does
not mitigate the danger.3

In addition to these immediate effects, a merger may also pose some
long-term threats of concentration. Of course, those dangers outlined
above may have, because of the permanency of the merger, a long-term
aspect as well, but there are a number of particular dangers that the
Government has alleged that are primarily long-term in their effect on the
number of competitors. A quick examination of three of them should suf-
fice. This first is that the merger would remove a potential entrant, which,

23. Id.; General Foods Corp. v. FTC, 386 F.2d 936 (3d Cir. 1967); Kennecott Copper Corp.
v. FTC, 467 F.2d 67 (10th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 909 (1974); United States v.
Wilson Sporting Goods Co., 288 F. Supp. 543 (N.D. Ill. 1968)

24. FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568 (1967); General Foods Corp. v. FTC, 386
F.2d 936 (3d Cir. 1967).

25. FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 396 U.S. 568 (1967); General Foods Corp. v. FTC, 386
F.2d 936 (3d Cir. 1967).

26. United States v. Wilson Sporting Goods Co., 288 F. Supp. 543 (N.D. 111. 1968).
27. Kennecott Copper Corp. v. FTC, 467 F.2d 67 (10th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 416 U.S.

909 (1974).
28. 15 U.S.C. §14 (1970).
29. See Standard Oil of California v. United States, 337 U.S. 293 (1949).
30. E.g., FTC v. Consolidated Foods Corp., 380 U.S. 592 (1965); Allis-Chalmers v. White

Consol. Indus., Inc., 414 F.2d 506 (3d Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 396 U.S. 1009 (1970); United
States v. Ingersoll-Rand Co., 320 F.2d 509 (3d Cir. 1963). The battle over the actual anti-
competitive effects of reciprocity continues apace. Compare Liebler, The Emperor's New
Clothes: Why Is Reciprocity Anti-competitive?, 44 ST. JOHN'S L. REv. 545 (special ed. 1970)
with Blake, Conglomerate Mergers and The Antitrust Laws, 73 COLUM. L. REv. 555, 568-69
(1973).
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though perhaps not presently exerting an influence on a market, would
eventually have entered either by tow-hold acquisition or by de novo entry
and thus have de-concentrated that market. There are some problems with
this theory. One is statutory in nature: Is a merger which does not have
any direct anti-competitive effect, but rather only lacks a pro-competitive
effect that another type of merger or de novo entry might have had, covered
by section 7? Another relates to the theory itself: Is it likely that imposing
a duty to find an alternative pro-competitive means of entry at some future
time will be better than to have a "substitution" of actual competitors at
the present time? Despite these difficulties, the court in United States v.
Phillips Petroleum Co.3 wholeheartedly accepted this theory. A second
long-term concentration theory is that the merger eliminates the possibil-
ity that both firms might independently have entered a market which
neither is now competing in. A final theory is that the merger would further
stimulate the general trend toward concentration, and thus reduce the
number of firms capable of entry into concentrated markets, and reduce
the number of firms with sufficient resources and incentive to produce
competitive innovation. This theory necessitates the de-emphasis of mar-
ket definition, and has been criticized on this basis.32

The second broad category of theories includes those which are not based
on oligopoly theory, but on a finding that the resultant corporation will for
some reason have an effect either immediately or in the long run on the
nature of competition in the market. These theories often overlap with the
theories described above, differing only in that they do not rely on existing
or potential concentration, but on facts peculiar to the nature of the merger
at issue. For example, the same "entrenchment" theory that leads to an
inference of increase in entry barriers might also, given proper evidence,
indicate the possibility that the resultant firm might engage in predatory
pricing33 or discriminatory pricing through reciprocity," or might frighten
the remaining relatively small firms to act non-competitively.3 The same
concentration trend theory may also indicate in a particular market that
the merger will produce a "community of interest" in non-competitive
practices among the firms in the market. 3

1

31. 367 F. Supp. 1226 (C.D. Cal. 1973), affd, - U.S. -, 94 S. Ct. 3199 (1974).
32. This theory was alleged in the Ling- Temco- Vought, Northwest Industries, and ITT-

Grinnell cases. See Note, The Diversifying Corporation: Section 7 Darwinism and the Elusive
but Essential Tests of the Marketplace, 44 ST. JoHN's L. Rav. 677 (1970). See also Vanderstar,
Conglomerate Mergers and the Developing Antitrust Guidelines, 44 ST. JOHN's L. REv. 596
(special ed. 1970).

33. Reynolds Metals Co. v. FTC, 309 F.2d 223 (D.C. Cir. 1962).
34. FTC v. Consolidated Foods Corp., 380 U.S. 592 (1965).
35. FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568 (1967); General Foods Corp. v. FTC, 386

F.2d 936 (3d Cir. 1967).
36. See National Tea Co., 69 F.T.C. 226 (1966); Address by Attorney General John Mitch-

ell, Georgia Bar Association, in Savannah, June 6, 1969, in 5 Tl". REG. REP. 50,107 (1972).
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In sum, the Government developed during the course of the years, a
substantial arsenal of weapons for attacking mergers. Some of these re-
ceived Supreme Court approval; others had found support in lower courts
or the FTC; still others had found little success in either, mainly because
other theories had proved acceptable to the court. None, however, had
been completely foreclosed to the Government.

B. Burden Of Proof

Perhaps the single outstanding characteristic of section 7 law prior to the
new majority was the extent to which the courts were willing to draw
inferences of anti-competitive effect from the evidence which the Govern-
ment presented. The most obvious, most easily justifiable, inference is that
horizontal mergers of certain size will probably produce anti-competitive
effects. This is what led the Court in United States v. Philadelphia Na-
tional Bank" to establish the rule that market structure analysis alone was
sufficient to establish a prima facie case. Not only was this supported by
the economic evidence, but it helped give businessmen and the courts
somewhat of a definite standard with which to judge mergers. In other
horizontal merger cases, such as Brown Shoe Co. v. United States United
States v. Von's Grocery Co.,"' and United States v. Pabst Brewing Co.,4u

the Court declared illegal mergers which could not be said to be anti-
competitive on the basis of statistics alone. The Court there noted the
trend toward concentration and turned to the incipiency doctrine to justify
its holding. In the conglomerate area, the Court in Procter & Gamble
inferred from the resultant firm's size and nature alone that it would
intimidate the other firms in the market into acting non-competitively. In
FTC v. Consolidated Foods Corp.," the Court found solid evidence of
reciprocal dealing after the merger, but in later lower court opinions, there
was a tendency to infer such dealing from the mere power to deal recipro-
cally."

On the other hand, the courts established an extremely heavy burden
on a defendant to justify its merger. The most important defense, the
failing company doctrine, demanded that the defendant show not only that

See also Blake, Conglomerate Mergers and The Antitrust Laws, 73 COLum. L. REv. 555, 570
(1973).

37. 374 U.S. 321 (1963).
38. 370 U.S. 294 (1962).
39. 384 U.S. 270 (1966).
40. 384 U.S. 546 (1966).
41. 380 U.S. 592 (1965).
42. Allis-Chalmers v. White Consol. Indus., Inc., 414 F.2d 506 (3d Cir. 1969), cert. denied,

396 U.S. 1009 (1970); United States v. Ingersoll-Rand Co., 320 F.2d 509 (3d Cir. 1963). But
see United States v. International Tel. & Tel. Corp., 306 F. Supp. 766, 782-83, 790 (D. Conn.
1969); United States v. Northwest Indus., Inc., 301 F. Supp. 1066, 1095 (W.D. Ill. 1969);
United States v. Penick & Ford, Ltd., 242 F. Supp. 518, 521-22 (D.N.J. 1965).
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there were no other prospective buyers, but that the acquired firm's
chances of having "some form of continued competitive vitality through
bankruptcy or similar proceedings [was] 'dim or non-existent.' "S Possi-
ble countervailing pro-competitive effects of a merger, such as economies,
were discounted as irrelevant to the statutory scheme."

One of the main reasons for this allocation has been clear at least since
Brown Shoe. The Court viewed section 7 not only as an economic statute,
but also as a social policy statute aimed at de-concentration as an end in
itself.'5 Viewed from this perspective, then, it was reasonable that the
merger of "not insubstantial" size would be declared illegal.

There are, however, definite problems with this approach. First, the
wording of the statute itself speaks in economic terms, not social ones.
Second, the legislative history speaks of "probabilities" not "possibili-
ties.""6 In addition, there are some practical problems. Consideration of the
social policy aspects of a merger left businessmen and the courts with no
effective standard by which to judge the legality of mergers. It also led the
Justice Department to focus on size alone as a consideration for attacking
mergers, a procedure which produced ironic results in some cases. In
United States v. Continental Can Co.,'" for example, it became clear dur-
ing proceedings that Continental's purchase of Hazel-Atlas had been a
mistake, that it was losing a substantial amount of money, and that t
wanted to sell out. The suit, therefore, became a vehicle for developing new
law, and when that was done, the Justice Department allowed Continental
to sell its interest in the bottle industry. The sale was made to Brockway
Glass Co., a small but direct competitor of Hazel-Atlas.

I. THE NEW ANTITRUST MAJORY

Just as the single most remarkable characteristic of the old Court was
its willingness to infer anti-competitive effect, the single greatest change'
that the new Court has taken has been its skepticism of the Government's
case. The first indication of this came in United States v. General Dynam-
ics Corp. 48 General Dynamics, whose affiliates were in the business of deep-
mine coal production, indirectly acquired United Electric, which was in
the business of strip-mine coal production. The Government had at-
tempted to show, by presenting evidence of considerable concentration in
the production of coal, that the merger was likely to lessen competition.
The Court rejected this argument. The bulk of coal, it said, is sold under

43. United States Steel Corp. v. FTC, 426 F.2d 592, 609 (6th Cir. 1970).
44. E.g., FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 580 (1967); Brown Shoe Co. v.

United States, 370 U.S. 294, 344 (1962).
45. See, e.g., United States v. Continental Can Co., 378 U.S. 441, 458 (1964).
46. Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 323 (1962).
47.' 378 U.S. 441 (1964).
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long-term contracts; therefore, figures on production only indicate the size
of a firm's commitment to fulfill previously negotiated contracts and can-
not be used to draw an inference to future anti-competitive effect. Rather,
the relevant statistical inquiry should be on "uncommitted reserves of
recoverable coal," for that is the source of future competitive potential.
Under that standard, the Government had failed to show that United
Electric had sufficient reserves to compete effectively for long-term con-
tracts or that the firm might obtain new strip reserves. The Court conceded
that the Government had raised the possibility that United Electric might
obtain deep-mine reserves, but it maintained that this was a "mere possi-
bility," especially since the Government had failed to show that the firm
had any special expertise that would give it an edge over any other corpora-
tion in doing so. Therefore, judged by the proper standard, the Govern-
ment had failed to meet its burden of showing that the merger was likely
to be anti-competitive.

The case indicates three things about the new majority: (1) it places the
burden squarely on the Government to establish its case; (2) it demands
that the Government in making its case show an economic danger in the
merger, not just a danger of general concentration; and (3) the Government
must show a "probability" that the economic danger would come to pass
if the merger is allowed.

The significance of this change in the burden of proof on some of the
Government's newer theories quickly became evident in the two bank
merger cases, United States v. Marine Bancorporation, Inc." and United
States v. Connecticut National Bank."0 In the former, National Bank of
Commerce (NBC), a large bank in Seattle, Washington, sought to acquire
Washington Trust Bank (WTB), a medium-sized bank in Spokane, a
highly concentrated market for commercial banking. WTB had had no
history of expansion beyond Spokane. In the second of these cases, Con-
necticut National Bank (CNB) and The First New Haven National Bank
(FNH), two banks operating in contiguous areas of Connecticut, sought to
consolidate. Both banks had a history of de novo geographic expansion to
the extent permitted under state law. The Government raised two subsidi-
ary arguments in these cases which the Court quickly dismissed. The first,
argued only in Marine Bancorporation, was that the merger would elimi-
nate the acquired bank as a potential entrant in other banking markets in
the state. The Court dismissed this, saying that there was no evidence to
indicate that the acquired firm would extend outside the Spokane market.
The second argument, raised in both cases, was that the merger, and others
it allegedly would trigger, may eventually lead to the domination of all
banking in the state by a few large firms, facing each other in a network

48. 415 U.S. 486 (1974).
49. - U.S. -, 94 S. Ct. 2856 (1974).
50. - U.S. __, 94 S. Ct. 2788 (1974).
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of local oligolopolistic banking markets. The Court dismissed this argu-
ment, ostensibly on geographic market grounds, but more fundamentally
because the danger alleged in the theory was "devoid of evidentiary sup-
port" and the relevance of the merger to the theory was "too speculative
to establish a case under the Clayton Act." 5'

The Court spent the bulk of its time, however, analyzing the Govern-
ment's argument in Marine Bancorporation that NBC was an actual,
though perhaps not perceived, potential entrant which would have de-
concentrated the market at some future time, entering the market by
sponsoring one or more banks and subsequently acquiring them, or by toe-
hold acquisition of a small commercial bank in the market. The Court
rejected the Government's claim, saying that it rested its decision solely
on the Government's failure to meet its burden of showing that NBC had
feasible means of entering the market other than by acquiring WTB, and
that those means offered a "substantial likelihood" of ultimately produc-
ing de-concentration of that market or other significant procompetitive
effects.

Comparison of the way the majority and dissent analyzed the facts cer-
tainly indicates that there is a substantial difference between "feasible
means" and "possible means" and between "substantial likelihood" and
"possibility." This difference seems attributable mainly to two factors.
First, the principal method of entry argued for by the Government was
sponsorship, and that promised to be a slow method of entry at best.
Second, the Government failed to convince the Court that there were any
immediate anti-competitive dangers in the merger. For example, while
speaking of the duty of the acquiring bank to sponsor a number of banks
and then merge, the Court said:

[N]othing in §7 of the Clayton Act requires a firm to go to such lengths
in order to avoid a merger that has no effect on concentration in the
relevant market in the first place.52

And later, the Court added:

[T]he Government is in the anomalous position of opposing a geographic
market extension merger that will introduce a third full service banking
organization to the Spokane market, where only two are now operating,
in reliance on alternate means of entry that appear unlikely to have any
significant procompetitive effect.1

The meaning of this seems clear. When the Government's theory hinges
on long-term competitive losses, the longer it takes for the benefits to be
realized, the more substantial the benefits will have to be.

51. Id. at __, 94 S. Ct. at 2798.
52. __ U.S. at __, 94 S. Ct. at 2877 n.42.
53. Id. at __, 94 S. Ct. at 2878.
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Given these cases, it seems that the Government will also have a more
difficult time with theories which allege that the nature of the resultant
firm will produce anti-competitive conduct in the market. It now appears
unlikely that the Court will infer the probability that these effects will
occur solely from the proposition that a firm may have the power to bring
them about.

The Court's demand for more probative evidence has also had its effect
on the Government's burden of defining the relevant market. As the Court
indicated in the bank merger cases, it is willing to accept narrow product
and geographic markets in order to protect a high degree of choice by
buyers, but it is not willing to do so through inadequate economic data.
In the past, the Government had often relied on statistical data which was
only generally related to the question of where the competitive market lay.
In Connecticut National Bank, for example, the Government, when deter-
mining the relevant geographic market of the two banks, had relied on
"Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas," a guide developed by the Off-
ice of Management and Budget to determine areas of economic and social
integration and based principally on the commuting patterns of residents.
The Court rightly noted that these statistics were not at all indicative of
the areas in which the two banks effectively operated.'

To say that the Court will demand a higher burden of proof from the
Government is not to say that the Court has taken the teeth out of section
7. The problem of proof, at least in those cases where immediate effect is
alleged, is a remediable one. Where the Government has brought forth
substantial economic evidence to indicate the probability of anti-
competitive effect, the Court has not hesitated to accept it. In Ford Motor
Co. v. United States,55 the Court held illegal Ford's purchase of a substan-
tial portion of the assets of Electric Autolite Co., an independent manufac-
turer of spark plugs and other automotive parts, on the theories that this
foreclosed access to Ford by independent spark plug manufacturers and
eliminated Ford as a potential competitor which was exerting a moderating
influence on the market. In a conglomerate merger in United States v.
Falstaff Brewing Corp.,56 the Court remanded the case for a determination
of whether the acquisition would eliminate Falstaff as a perceived poten-
tial competitor. Although the Government lost on remand in that case,57

this was apparently because it asked the Court to conclude, solely on the
basis of circumstantial evidence such as Falstaff's general interest in the
market, its financial position, and its prior acquisition discussions, that
Falstaff was a perceived potential competitor, despite hard evidence that
Falstaff was not considered a threat to enter the market. The Government

54. - U.S. at __, 94 S. Ct. at 2797.
55. 405 U.S. 562 (1972).
56. 410 U.S. 526 (1973).
57. United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., Civil No. 3523 (D.R.I., filed Oct. 23, 1974).
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had done the same thing some years ago in Penn-Olin, the only other case
it has ever lost on remand. When it has presented more probative evidence,
however, as in Kennecott Copper Corp. v. FTC5

1 and United States v.
Phillips Petroleum Co. ," it has succeeded. In addition, the lower court in
Phillips based its holding -in part on the actual potential competition
theory rejected in Marine Bancorporation.

The Court, by demanding more probative evidence does not, then, seem
to be turning to what it views as true congressional intent of the statute.
This is further supported when recent cases the Court has decided in the
field of regulated industries are considered.

Im. MERGERS IN REGULATED INDUSTRIES

In the bank merger cases the Court has taken the regulatory structures
into account in determining whether one of the two-prongs of the potential
competition doctrine applies. As the cases indicate, not to do so would do
violence to the doctrine, since government regulation can have a very
substantial impact on the conditions of entry. But it is clear from Federal
Maritime Commission v. Seatrain Lines, Inc.6" and Otter Tail Power Co.
v. United States"' that the Court will not lightly imply an exemption from
section 7. In Seatrain Lines a good case was made that the FMC had the
power to exempt mergers within its jurisdiction from the antitrust laws, 2

but the Court held unanimously that it did not have that power. In Otter
Tail, a strong argument was made that the utility's refusal to sell or trans-
mit power to municipal power systems could not be a basis for an antitrust
action because of the "clear congressional purpose [of the Federal Power
Act] to allow electric utilities to decide for themselves whether to wheel
or sell at wholesale as they see fit." 3 Finally, it is worth noting that the
Court in Gulf States Utilities Co. v. FPC1' chose to read broadly the term
"compatible with the public interest" in §204(a) of the FPA15 to mandate
an examination by the FPC of the anti-competitive effects of a proposed
issuance of a security by a public utility. One of the reasons it gave was
that the Commission might then serve "the important function of estab-
lishing a first line of defense against those competitive practices that might
later be the subject of antitrust proceedings."6

58. 467 F.2d 67 (10th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 909 (1974).
59. 367 F. Supp. 1226 (C.D. Cal. 1973), aff'd, - U.S. _, 94 S. Ct. 3199 (1974).
60. 411 U.S. 726 (1973).
61. 410 U.S. 366 (1973).
62. See Recent Decision, 40 GEO. WASH. L. REv. 322 (1971).
63. Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 386 (1973) (Stewart, J., dissent-

ing).
64. 411 U.S. 747 (1973).
65. 16 U.S.C. §824c(a)(1970).
66: 411 U.S. at 760.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The new Court, therefore, has not gone soft on merger law. It has simply
turned to what it considers a proper reading of the legislative purpose
behind the statute. If that is so, it does appear likely that some of the
Government's more suppositive theories will fail. It would also appear that
the Government must fully discharge its burden of proof instead of relying
on theory, subjective evidence, and statistics unrelated to the realities of
competition. It leaves open, however, the question of how the Court would
look at mergers under section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. This
is as yet an untried issue, but as the Court stated in a recent unanimous
decision, the Commission has the power to reach beyond the letter and
spirit of the antitrust laws.67 Given the new activism of the FTC, it is
crucial for counsel advising on a proposed merger to consider this aspect
carefully.

67. FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 405 U.S. 233 (1972).


